Objectives of this investigation were: first, to utilize a computerized statistical-analysis program to determine relative importance of several parameters as predictors of fatigue life of annealed AISI E4340 steel; secondly, to attempt to relate the phenomenon of acoustic emission to the fatigue characteristics of the steel
Introduction
The objectives of the investigation reported here were twofold. One was to utilize a computerized statistical-analysis program called "Multiple Classification Analysis" (MCA) 1 to determine the relative importance of several parameters as predictors of the fatigue life of annealed AISI E4340 steel; the other was to attempt to relate a phenomenon called acoustic emission to the fatigue characteristics of the steel.
The principal variables studied were the relative amounts of acoustic emission from the test specimen, the amount of stress into the plastic range, Sp (as determined from acoustic-emission data) and the applied-stress level. A list of the other parameters, not necessarily independent, that were investigated is shown in Table 1 .
TABLE 1--PARAMETERS THAT WERE STATISTICALLY ANALYZED FOR THEIR EFFECT ON FATIGUE LIFE
1. Stress at which a specimen was fatigued, S 2. Stress increment in the plastic range as determined acoustically, Sp 3. Acoustic emission during the application of a load, ~EL 4. Acoustic emission occuring in the vicinity of the yield stress, :~ EHR 5. ACOUStic emission during the removal of the load, ~:Eu 6. Lack of concentricity of the gage length with the specimen axis, TIR 7. Surface finish, RMS 8. Temperature, T 9. Humidity, H 10. Position of each specimen in the bar from which it came, P 11. Bar number, B Table 1 . Additionally, :~E is the cumulative emission and AS is the brief delay at the beginning of the unload part of the test during which there is no emission ~0. 5 1. 00 
--Test-specimen dimensions
Acoustic emission consists of detectable bursts of low-level elastic waves excited within the test specimen.2 It may occur during the application or removal of a stress in either the elastic or the plastic-strain ranges of the specimen. Figure 1 shows schematically how the cumulative emission varies as a 10ad is applied to an annealed E4340 steel specimen and then removed. Acoustic emission was selected as a parameter because three of the factors that are known to cause it, namely, dislocation motion, crack nucleation and crack propagation, are closely related to fatigue characteristics.
Other mechanisms, inoperative in this material under the test conditions, can cause acoustic emissions that are not necessarily associated with fatigue. They are twinning, grain-boundary sliding and phase change.
Description of the Experiment
Eight bars of AISI E4340 steel, 11/8 in. in diameter and 12-ft long, from the same heat of material were used to make 175 specimens for this study. Table  2 gives their average measured mechanical properties. The specimen size and shape are shown in Fig. 2 .
Acoustic-emission data were obtained on each fatigue specimen prior to the fatigue tests. The acoustic emission was detected by placing a contact microphone in the form of a sensitive piezoelectric transducer on the end of the specimen while it was being stressed. The signals thus obtained were amplified and recorded by the use of conventional electronic equipment. Each specimen was stressed to the same level as it was to be stressed in the fatigue tests.
The sensitivity of the system depends on the properties of the transducer and on the acoustical and electrical background noise level. By the use of a specially designed low-noise-level tensiletesting machine and a quiet environment, it was possible to obtain a noise level of 4.0 uv at the input of the detection system. A frequency pass-band extending from 300 to 180,000 Hz was used. The minimum detectable signal under these conditions was calculated to be 0.4 n/m 2.
The parameters used in this study that were determined in the acoustic tests were the load emission, the unload emission, the high-rate emission and the value of stress that corresponds to the yield point. The latter was determined by noting the stress at which the high-rate emission starts. This has previously been shown to correspond to the upper yield point while the duration corresponds to the time that the material is going through the upper-lower yield-point extension. 3.4
The fatigue specimens were stressed axially in tension from zero to their maximum stress level, Sm~, at a rate of 30 Hz on a load-controlled hydraulic type of fatigue machine.
Statistical Analysis of Data
In a statistical analysis, one of the important points is the design of the experiment. Here, a completely randomized design was selected. This provided for a randomization of machining, acoustic testing, and fatigue testing relative to themselves and relative to time. Additionally, the bar number, position number and stress level were randomized relative to all the above variables. In this way, the overall error term is increased but there is little chance of the obliteration of desired correlations.
Two statistical computer programs were used to analyze the experimental data. These programs are designated as (1) Multiple Classification Analysis (MCA) and (2) Stepwise Regression. The MCA program t was used to investigate the effect of each of the several variables on a dependent variable, that is, the total number of cycles to failure N. This program does not require independent predictors, a library of functions to be used in the analysis, nor a set of orthogonal data. This provides a capability not available in the regression-analysis approach.
Two distinct models exist for each form of the dependent variable. The first is an additive model described mathematically in eq (1).
where N is the grand mean for all values of dependent variables; typically, e~E~ is the effect that the ith category of the acoustic emission has on specimen fatigue life; and e~r 9 9 9 is an error term containing that portion of the life not predicted by the ensemble of the predictor variables.
The second model, a multiplicative model, transforms the dependent variable N to log10 N. This model in MCA terms is shown in eq (2). 
where log10 N is the grand mean for all logarithmic values of N; leEEL~ is the effect of the ith category of the load emission characteristic on the logarithmic life of the specimen, etc., and le~jk~ ... is the logarithmic error term containing that portion of the life not predicted by the ensemble of the variables.
The data for each of the predictor variables were inserted into the MCA program by dividing them into an appropriate number of classes, usually from 5 to 10. For example, the root-mean-square (RMS) surface finish in microinches, which varied from 90 to 350-~in. RMS, was broken down into five classes and the applied stress into seven classes to cover the range of 80 to 105 ksi.
In a real experiment, it is generally impossible to investigate a single dependent variable while holding all but one independent variable constant. Therefore, to gain insight into the actual effects of each variable, MCA-adjusted deviation techniques were used to examine the true dependent-predictor variable relationship. This program generated a set of adjusted deviations that represented the effect each class of the predictor variable had on the dependent variable while all other independent variables were held at a constant level. In the case at hand, all the predictor variables are not necessarily independent. This extends the time for computational convergence. The objective was to generate a predictive equation of the form
where bo is a constant and the b~'s for i = 1, 2, .... p are the coefficients of the individual predictor variables X~ which, in turn, can be any specified function or certain interactions of the
variables S, ~,EL, ~E~, ~EH~, TIR, RMS, T, H and

Sp.
The MCA program evaluates the effect of a class 
Results of the MCA Program
Preliminary results of MCA runs indicated that the fatigue stress level, S, and the stress in the plastic range, Sp, were highly dependent and that S, was a better predictor than S. Since large intercorrelations such as those found between S and S~ hamper convergence in the MCA program, one variable, S, was dropped from the program.
The multiplicative model [eq (2)] consistently gave larger multiple correlation coefficients than the additive model [eq (1)] and, hence, appeared to be more applicable to the data. The multiplecorrelation coefficients for the multiplicative model ranged from 0.623 to 0.808, whereas in the additive model they varied from 0.012 to 0.132.
The values of the partial 13 coefficients for the predictor variables are shown in Table 3 . The partial ~ coefficients represent that proportion of the variance in the dependent variable that is explained by a particular independent variable while holding all other independent variables constant. It can be seen that the plastic stress as determined from the acoustically determined yield point, Sp, is the best predictor and all other predictors, including surface finish, are of secondary importance.
Results of the Stepwise-regression Program
The use of the additive model, [eq (1)] in the stepwise-regression program, resulted in a set of equations which predicted fatigue life rather poorly. (6) where S and Sp are in units of 104 psi, and T is in units of o F. Other relationships were also derived by the program, but they generally had lower coefficients of determination.
Discussion of Results
The MCA statistical approach revealed that surface finish within the range of 90 to 350 /~in. RMS for this material has little correlation with fatigue life. In contrast to this result, it is common practice in textbooks on fatigue to attribute the so-called "surface effect" in fatigue to the form of the finishes generated by different machining processes. The low correlation found here would indicate either that for the annealed material used in this work very large surface-finish differences are necessary to affect fatigue life, or that it is not the physical shape of the surface that is important but mainly the damage produced during the different machining processes.
The regression analysis provides the standard error of the slope in the predictive equation and the standard error of log10 N about the fitted regression line. These statistics and others were used to calculate the 95-percent confidence interval for the average value of log10 N for a given value of Sp and the 95-percent prediction interval for a future observation of log10 N. These calculated intervals are shown in Fig. 3 . It was found that five out of all of the data points that were obtained actually fell outside of the 95-percent prediction interval. The expected value of the number of data points outside of the predictive interval is 7.25 specimens.
The regression analysis consistently rejected S and used the acoustically determined value of the It is of interest to observe that predictive eq (4) indicates a fatigue life close to 106 cycles when the specimen is stressed at the upper-lower yield point. This is in agreement with published data on AISI E4340 which show that the endurance limit occurs at or after 106 cycles. 8
The low values of the partial ~ coefficients obtained for the acoustic-emission data indicate that there are insufficient damage-related events occurring in the first cycle of a fatigue test to produce enough acoustic emission for prediction purposes. There is evidence from work now in progress at this laboratory that the acoustic emission as measured continuously throughout the fatigue test is greater for short-lived specimens than from those specimens having longer lives and that this difference is evident in some specimens at a small percentage of the fatigue life.
Conclusions
Both the MCA and regression programs show that the acoustically determined plastic stress, Sp, investigated in this work is more highly correlated with the finite fatigue life of AISI E4340 annealed steel than the more commonly used value of the total applied stress, S. Thus, fatigue life of E4340 in the annealed condition is intimately related to the plastic stress applied to the material. The other acoustic-emission characteristics do not measure this plastic behavior. Moreover, it is concluded that the fatigue limit (106 cycles) in tension-tension (zero to maximum load) fatigue is at the upper-lower yield point in annealed AISI E4340 steel.
